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Abstract. For 20 years, researchers have envisioned artificially intelligent 

learning companions that evolve with their students as they grow and learn. 

However, while communication theory suggests that positivity decreases over 

time in relationships, most tutoring systems designed to build rapport with a 

student remain adamantly polite, and may therefore inadvertently distance the 

learner from the agent over time. We present an analysis of high school friends 

interacting in a peer tutoring environment as a step towards designing agents 

that sustain long-term pedagogical relationships with learners. We find that tu-

tees and tutors use different language behaviors: tutees express more playful-

ness and face-threat, while tutors attend more to the task. This face-threat by the 

tutee is associated with increased learning gains for their tutor. Additionally, a 

small sample of partners who were strangers learned less than friends, and in 

these dyads increased face-threat was negatively correlated with learning. Our 

findings support the idea that learning companions should gradually move to-

wards playful face-threat as they build relationships with their students. 
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1 Introduction 

Peer tutoring, a paradigm in which one student tutors another of a similar ability, 

results in deep learning gains for the tutor [1]. Peer tutoring provides a social motiva-

tion for the tutor to attend more in order to effectively explain concepts [2]. In addi-

tion, the tutor engages in a series of cognitive steps that improve learning, such as 

constructing explanations and reflecting on errors [3]. The tutee plays an active role in 

this process by challenging, contradicting, and questioning the tutor’s moves [3] caus-

ing the tutor to engage in increased reflection and self-explanation [1].  

In the ITS community, an effort has been underway to develop virtual characters 

that act as a tutee, or teachable agent, in order to leverage the benefits of human peer 

tutoring [4, 5, 6]. However, most teachable agents focus on the cognitive elements of 

the interaction and, to date, none have been designed based on analyses of the social 

behaviors that emerge as a part of successful peer tutoring. There is therefore great 

opportunity to expand on the social capabilities of teachable agents in order to create 
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rapport in the service of increased learning. Ideally, these social teachable agents – 

and other kinds of virtual peers - will be able to build long-term relationships with 

students to support them in their educational goals [as proposed in 7].  

     Researchers have previously designed polite intelligent tutors based on Goffman’s 

theory of face, that is, the public self-image that people project [8]. Brown and Levin-

son describe positive face as the desire for one’s image to be appreciated and negative 

face as the desire to not be impeded in one’s actions [9]. Existing systems avoid 

threatening positive and negative face by giving praise, providing reassurance, or 

hedging requests [10, 11]. However, while politeness serves a function early in a rela-

tionship, positivity is claimed to decrease as rapport increases in human-human inter-

actions [12]. Culpeper’s theory of impoliteness [13] describes the role of behaviors 

such as insults and challenges which are considered face-threatening; they harm the 

addressee’s positive or negative face, and may cause offense [9]. However, impolite-

ness has a number of functions in conversation. It may serve to upend power imbal-

ances [13] or even to reinforce solidarity and rapport among people with preexisting 

relationships [14, 15]. Teens in particular have been shown to use “rude” language to 

positive social effect [16]. For that reason in this paper we evaluate the strategies and 

functions these language behaviors effect within particular contexts [17]. 

Evidence suggests that impoliteness is important in human-agent relationships as 

well. Our previous work demonstrated that negative remarks (such as teasing and 

frustration) directed to a virtual tutee in a think-aloud protocol were associated with 

increased learning gains on the part of the tutor [18]. There have been a few efforts to 

create intelligent tutoring systems that use rudeness (such as sarcasm) as a rapport-

building mechanism [e.g, 19]. These systems were positively received by students, 

but were not based on analyses of human-human interaction, and learning gains were 

not assessed. We know that learners apply the same norms of social interaction to 

learning companions as to human conversational partners [20]; therefore, understand-

ing human-human behavior is critical in the development of a system able to develop 

a natural social relationship with the learner over time, in the service of learning.  

In this work we analyze dialogues between pairs of students participating in a peer 

tutoring intervention by annotating 54 conversations for language features (e.g., com-

plaining), which we group into conversational strategies (e.g. face threat), and also 

code for social functionality (positivity and impoliteness). These students were friends 

and thus are presumed to have pre-existent relationships. We use these data to inves-

tigate two research questions: in human-human peer tutoring dialogues, can we link 

particular surface level language features to social conversational strategies, such as 

face-threat, and does this linkage differ between tutees and tutors (RQ1)? Do these 

conversational strategies relate to social functions, and does this have an effect on 

peer tutor learning (RQ2)? An exploratory analysis of 6 dyads of strangers (presumed 

not to have prior relationships) allows us to address a third research question that may 

provide insight into the design of relationship-building systems that evolve over time: 

How do the relationship-affecting conversational strategies of strangers relate to 

learning, and differ from friends (RQ3)? Our results yield specific design guidelines 

for implementing relationship-building behaviors in an interactive tutoring system – 

specifically, a teachable agent, grounded in our findings from human-human tutoring. 



2 Study 

To assess the social behaviors of real students in a peer tutoring context, we re-

examined data collected for a previous study to evaluate the impact of an intervention 

that monitored students’ collaboration and could provide adaptive support [21]. A 

peer tutor and tutee interacted over chat while the tutee worked on algebra problems. 

Participants were 130 8
th

 -10
th

 grade students (49 male) with diverse racial back-

grounds from one American high school who had previously received classroom in-

struction on relevant domain material. Participants were asked to sign up for the study 

with a friend. Those who were interested but had no partner were matched with an-

other unmatched participant. 54 dyads were friends and 6 dyads were strangers. Par-

ticipants took a 20-minute pre-test on relevant math concepts, and then spent 20 

minutes working alone with the computer to prepare for tutoring. One student in each 

dyad was randomly assigned the role of tutor, while the other was given the role of 

tutee. They spent the next 60 minutes engaging in tutoring. Finally, students were 

given a domain post-test isomorphic to the pretest, and compensated.  

3 Data annotation 

We analyzed the tutoring dialogues using a scheme we developed to capture three 

levels of relationship-building and signaling: specific language behaviors, the conver-

sational strategies they contribute to, and their associated social functions. The dis-

tinction between these three levels was drawn from work in pragmatics [8] that allows 

us to interpret the different social functions of groups of language behaviors used in 

context (such as insults used to indicate solidarity and therefore build rapport, or po-

liteness used to indicate distance and therefore push away) [17]. Much of our analysis 

focuses on the friend dyads: 5,408 utterances from 108 participants over 54 sessions. 

2,333 of these utterances were produced by the tutee and 3,075 by the tutor.  

     Thirteen surface-level language behaviors, shown in Table 1, were coded by two 

independent raters, based on research on impoliteness [13], positivity in tutorial dia-

logues [22], and computer-mediated communication [23]. Each utterance could re-

ceive more than one code. Counts of features were normalized by the total number of 

utterances spoken by that participant. Based on the Principal Components Analysis 

presented in section 4.1 below, codes were grouped into factors representing conver-

sational strategies. Each utterance was also annotated for two types of social func-

tions, motivated by the literature on rapport-building and -maintaining. This entailed 

examining the interlocutor’s response to a given act; the same utterance may serve a 

different social function depending on its reception. The positivity code was expanded 

beyond politeness to encompass other indicators of positivity such as those used by 

Boyer [22] including empathy, praise, and reassurance, in addition to cooperative talk. 

(Mtutor=14%; Mtutee=17%; Cohen’s K=.79). The impoliteness code expresses negativi-

ty, combining both cooperative rudeness such as teasing and banter (e.g. “I hate 

youuuu :D”), and uncooperative rudeness which seems to intend to cause offense 

(e.g., “your horrible at this.”) [15] (Mtutor=8%; Mtutee=12%; Cohen’s K=.72). 



4 Results  

4.1 Surface-level language features and role differences (RQ1) 

Table 1. Annotation scheme divided into factors, with mean normalized behaviors 

 for tutors and tutees, and Cohen’s kappa between raters. Significantly higher values  

(comparing tutor to tutee)  marked with *(p<.05), **(p<.01), ***(p<.001). 

 
With the goal of understanding how surface-level language features contributed to 

social conversational strategies in peer tutoring dialogue, and what strategies were 

most frequent, we performed a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) with Varimax 

rotation. This allowed us to move from a focus on individual behaviors to understand-

ing how particular types of behaviors are used in meaningful ways in this population. 

The annotated language features collapsed into four factors, which explained 76% of 

the total variance. Table 1 shows the mapping between the language features and 

factors.  Based on the pragmatics theory cited, we interpret the four factors as follows: 

Playfulness to lighten the mood or mitigate negativity: Laughter, extra letters, 

emoticons, off-task behavior, inclusive complaining (about a third person). 

Face-threat remarks directed toward the partner: Direct insults, condescen-

sion/brags, challenges, exclusive complaining (about the other person).  

Attention-getting to draw the partner back on task: Message enforcers, pet names. 

Emphasis to add emotive features: Excessive punctuation, capitalization.  

The PCA allowed us to compute a regression value for each of these four factors for 

each participant, which represented their utterances in terms of these values (e.g., the 



total ‘face threat’ value of the conversation).  We then investigated how tutee and 

tutor utterances differed along these factors by running a MANOVA with role as the 

independent variable, and four dependent variables: playfulness, face threat, attention, 

and emphasis. We found that tutees used more playful (F(1,107)=8.33, p<.01) and 

face-threatening strategies (F(1,107)=16.62, p<.001), while tutors used more atten-

tion-getting strategies (F(1,107)=9.72, p<.01). Emphasis use was equivalent (p>.1).  

These results indicate that tutees are responsible for introducing playful and face-

threatening strategies in the conversation, while tutors instead bring attention back to 

the task. The following is a representative example from the corpus:  

[] Tutee: I need help tuter   

[ ] Tutor: What do you do next?   

[E,DI,Ch,Ca] Tutee: it told me aks why you got it wrong. ANSWER: your stupid XD 

[Ef,V,P,Ca] Tutor: dude! STOP! Add VT to both sids! 

Typically, tutees’ requests for help involve excessive punctuation or extra letters, 

both shown to contribute to “playfulness in language” in texting [23]. Tutors respond 

to these requests with on-task utterances (e.g. “now you need to add gh to both 

sides.”) If tutees reply with face-threat, tutors use vocatives and message enforcers to 

bring the conversation back on task. We explore this interplay further in section 4.3. 

4.2 Conversational strategies and social functions (RQ1) 

With the results of the PCA, we examined the social conversational strategies effected 

by off-task social language such as complaining and exclamations. We next analyze 

the social functions of expressions of positivity and impoliteness in particular, and the 

relationship between conversational strategies and social functions. We investigated 

tutor and tutee differences using a MANOVA with role as the independent variable, 

and positivity and impoliteness as the dependent variables. Given the PCA results, it 

is not surprising to find that tutees were significantly more impolite (F(1,107)=7.74, 

p<.01) than tutors, and marginally less positive (F(1,107)=3.60,p=.06).       

We thus analyzed the connection between conversational strategies and social 

functions separately for tutors and tutees using bivariate correlations. While the tutees 

primarily expressed positivity with playfulness (r=.276, p<.05), tutors expressed posi-

tivity with emphasis (r=.359, p<.01) in addition to playfulness (r=.436, p=.001). That 

is, tutees primarily achieved conversational positivity through playful non-standard 

writing, complaining about the task they were doing, or interjecting off-task com-

ments into the dialogue. Tutors used these techniques, but additionally expressed 

positivity through emphasizing their utterances with excess punctuation and using the 

caps lock, such as to praise their partner (e.g. “YAY you DID IT!!!”).  

Differences were also apparent in impoliteness, which tutees primarily expressed 

through face-threatening features (r=.5, p<.001) and attention-getting features 

(r=.306, p<.05). In contrast, tutors used only attention-getting features such as mes-

sage enforcers to indicate impoliteness (r=.517, p<.001). These correlations are sup-

ported by qualitative analyses of the data, such as the following example where the 

tutor continues to keep the conversation on task despite the tutees’ face threat. 



 [DI, C, EC] Tutee: your horrible at this 

[Ef] Tutor: thanks… i try. Just restart the problem. 

[EC] Tutee: can you actually say something that i can fully understand  

[ ] Tutor: add vt then you have to solve for t so subtract bh from both sides 

Despite these apparent differences, a correlation was found in the language use of 

tutor-tutee pairs, ranging from a weak correlation for attention-getting (r=.244,p<.05) 

to very strong correlations, e.g., playfulness (r=.840,p<.001). This result indicates 

synchrony or coordination in the dyads, a marker of the kind of rapport that character-

izes long-term relationships [12].  So while partners identify their roles (tutor or tutee) 

through conversational strategies, they also index their rapport by not straying too far 

from the partner’s language patterns.   

4.3 Learning gains, language features, and social functions (RQ2) 

Our second research question investigates how language use relates to learning out-

comes. To address the design of teachable agents, we examined the relation between 

tutees’ behaviors and their partner’s learning gains. A stepwise regression looking at 

the four conversational strategies, the social functions, and the interactions among 

these features (r
2
=.07, F(1,107)=1.824, p=.1)) found that face threat is a positive pre-

dictor of learning gains (ß=.375, t=2.22 p=.03), while the interaction term of face 

threat x positivity is a negative predictor of learning gains (ß=-.320, t=-1.86, p=.06). 

This means that as face threat increases, tutors learn more, and the learning benefits of 

face threat can be enhanced by appropriate use of positivity. In essence, face threaten-

ing conversational strategies with socially positive functions enhance the learning 

interaction. On the other hand, high positivity with low face threat from the tutee is 

actually associated with lower levels of learning. That is, positive social interaction 

that does not contain the kind of face-threatening behavior that characterizes rapport 

in this age group may either signal less rapport, or actually reduce the connection 

between the dyad, and therefore reduce learning gains. In addition, a lack of face-

threatening interactions may indicate a lack of the challenging tutor moves by the 

tutee, that increase the cognitive benefits of the interaction. 

In order to explore how these functions were associated with learning, we quanti-

fied how tutors reacted to the use of positivity and face threat by the tutee. We used 

transition matrices to evaluate the conditional probability of a feature occurring in one 

turn based on the presence of another in the prior turn (collapsing consecutive utter-

ances by the same speaker to form turns). Thus, we calculate the probability that the 

tutor will use feature B given that the tutee used feature A in the previous turn. By 

examining these transition matrices (see Table 2 for values), we can identify common 

response patterns in the dyads. We found that when the tutee exhibits positivity, the 

tutor is no more likely to respond with positivity (42%) than with a response that con-

tains no coded social features (46%). Generally, these instances with no codes are 

task-related, non-emotive statements such as “ok add five”. When a tutee exhibits 

face-threat, on the other hand, the tutor is more likely (57%) to respond with no social 

features (indicating that the tutor is likely using task features). Thus, while tutors 



demonstrate no particular pattern of response to positivity, they are likely to respond 

to negativity with strategies to keep the conversation on-task. Negative behaviors 

such as face-threats on the part of the tutor therefore are more likely to elicit effective 

tutoring behaviors than are positive behaviors such as praise. 

Reversing the direction of the conditional probability demonstrated that while tutee 

behavior with respect to positivity is similar to observed tutor behavior, tutee behavior 

when the tutor exhibits face threat is very different. Whereas a tutor is not likely to 

engage her tutee, the tutee is just as likely to fire back with impoliteness (36%) as she 

is to refrain (33%). The imbalance of power between the two roles within the context 

of an existent friendship may lead the tutee to try to regain the upper hand through 

face-threat, while the tutor tries to regain authority through task behavior.  

Table 2. Selected entries from transition matrix, for friends. Left-most column shows initiator 

and language feature exhibited. Transition percentages indicate number of times feature was 

seen in partner’s response, divided by the total number of partner responses to feature. Because 

features can co-occur in an utterance, response percentages may not always sum to 1. 

 Partner response 

 None (%) Positivity (%) Impoliteness (%) Off-topic (%) 

Tutee   Positivity 46 42 8 24 

            Face threat 57 19 23 15 

Tutor   Positivity 38 42 11 23 

            Face threat 33 16 36 19 

4.4 Relationships: Friends and strangers (RQ3) 

In addition to the fifty-four dyads analyzed above, six dyads participated in the study 

who either did not sign up with a friend, or whose schedule changed requiring them to 

be partnered with another unmatched participant. Given literature that suggests that 

the demonstration of rapport differs between friends and strangers (those who are 

building rather than maintaining rapport) [13], these dyads provide a contrast to the 

data from partners who were already friends.  

An ANOVA with role and friend as independent variables and partner learning 

gains as the dependent variable shows that friends had significantly greater learning 

gains than strangers (F(1,120)=4.71, p=.03; Mstranger= -.17, SDstranger= .35, ,Mfriend=.02, 

SDfriend=.28), while role was not significant in this analysis (p>.1). Given that 

strangers tended to learn less from the intervention, we investigated whether the fac-

tors related to their learning were equivalent to those of friends. A stepwise regression 

showed that face threat is a strong negative predictor of learning gains for strangers 

(overall model: r
2
=.44, F(1,11)=8.516, p=.015; effects of face threat: ß=-.678, t=-

2.92, p=.015). In other words, in direct contrast to friends, greater amounts of face-

threatening behaviors by non-friend tutees actually do threaten the relationship, and 

hence are associated with lower learning gains for the tutor. 

The behavior transition matrices demonstrate that, for strangers, in every possible 

transition, a response containing no coded features was more likely than any other 

behavior. That is, strangers tend to produce task-related, non-emotive statements in 



response to all other behaviors. Furthermore, when the stranger tutee exhibits face 

threat towards the tutor, only 14% of the time will the tutor reply with impoliteness, 

with other transitions producing similar results. It is also notable that there are only 

three instances of face threat from the stranger tutors, and in each case the tutee re-

sponds with no coded features. Strangers are also much more hesitant to respond to 

positivity. Compared to friends, we see strangers responding with a much more re-

stricted set of behaviors, suggesting a discomfort with confrontation not seen in friend 

dyads [24]. When face threat does happen, it is not beneficial for learning. 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

Though most intelligent tutoring systems that attempt to build rapport with the learner 

do so through politeness, actual peer tutors employ a great deal of impolite and face-

threatening behavior. In this paper, we have analyzed chat data from a computer-

supported peer tutoring intervention to investigate how peer tutors and tutees use 

surface-level language features to contribute to a set of particularly teen-like commu-

nicative strategies. These strategies interact with positive and negative social relation-

ship functions in ways which correlate with learning gains. Importantly, the pre-

existing social relationships between the partners also matter, as this chain of effects 

differs in interesting ways between friends and strangers.   

Through a factor analysis that investigated groupings of thirteen language features, 

we determined ways in which peer tutors and tutees use these various features to ac-

complish playfulness, face-threat, attention-getting, and emphasis communicative 

strategies. Understanding how students use the same features to achieve different 

positive and negative communicative strategies within a dialogue will allow us to 

develop teachable agents who are able to index the language features of a community 

to respond appropriately to their partner both socially and cognitively.  

An investigation of how tutors and tutees differentially use these communicative 

strategies showed that tutees tend to be responsible for the bulk of positive and nega-

tive social input in a dialogue, while tutors keep the interaction on track by directing 

the tutee’s attention. Yet, tutors and tutees do act in synchrony, with dyads displaying 

correlated levels of each of the four communicative strategies, and their consequent 

social functions such as positivity and impoliteness. The synchrony between the part-

ners is an index of their friendship, while the asynchrony in the use of social language 

– and negativity in particular – may be demonstrating an attempt by the tutee to re-

dress the power differential of the two roles, and by the tutor to maintain the higher 

status of instructor. This conflict, however, keeps within the frame of friendship as 

demonstrated by the lack of negative response by the tutor to the tutee’s insults. 

It is undoubtedly the fact that the friendship supports – or even thrives on – so 

much apparent negativity that leads to our result that increased face threat on the tu-

tee’s part leads to increased learning on the tutor’s part. Tutees are keeping the tutors 

on their intellectual toes by challenging their help, demanding explanations, and ques-

tioning their methods [3]. What we show in this work is that these playground strate-

gies of playful insults, criticisms, and condescension [16] can serve the same goal as 



the challenges and contradictions that mark good peer tutoring [3]. It is likely, howev-

er, that impoliteness has its limits; excessive criticism or insult may fail at both social 

and cognitive goals. Accordingly, we find that positivity also plays a critical role in 

these tutoring interactions, as it enhanced the learning benefits of face threatening 

acts, while it was not associated with learning on its own. The interactions between 

these factors are complex, and leave ample room for future work.  

Though preliminary analyses indicate that even strangers will use some face-

threatening behaviors during tutorial dialogues, among these dyads, the presence of 

such behaviors leads to reduced learning gains for both the tutor and the tutee. We 

cannot and should not assume that a teachable agent and its tutor begin as friends. 

Thus, in the design of such agents, we will want to investigate the effectiveness of a 

model that begins with very few face-threatening behaviors. Neither should we aban-

don hope, however, that the agent and his tutor will embark on a relationship over 

time. We therefore propose that over multiple sessions, the agent begin to drive the 

learning by becoming increasingly face-threatening through challenges and even in-

sults, while maintaining a synchrony with the tutor’s usage of face-threat in return.  

As friendship between partners was not randomly controlled in this data, future 

work should investigate tutor-tutee rapport between friends and strangers in a more 

controlled setting. And as children perform many more social moves than we coded, 

future directions should examine additional behaviors, such as a breakdown of polite-

ness moves typically referenced in intelligent tutoring systems [10]. It is also im-

portant to note that our data is rooted within a particular context; specifically, that of 

teenage American students interacting through a textual interface. While our results 

may not generalize beyond this context, it is fortunately one ripe for research in edu-

cational technology.  In any case, if tutoring systems and virtual peers are to play a 

role as long-term learning companions, they must have the ability to evoke, signal and 

maintain relationships in ways appropriate to the age group they are built for, and that 

they must be capable of changing those relational strategies over time. 
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